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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0557983A1] In order to develop a safety belt buckle (100) for vehicles for receiving and locking an insertion tongue (14) in a housing
(11), having a buckle key (12) for removing the locking, in particular having a buckle key which can be actuated downwards, in such a way that
it is also shock-proof in the case of deceleration forces which act in the actuating direction of the buckle key and of the opening mechanism, and
that the blocking pin is blocked against displacement into the release position under the effect of deceleration forces, it is proposed that a blocking
element (19), which is mounted on the housing (11) so as to be pivotable about a pivot (18) and has a free first arm (20), can be moved into a
locking position which blocks the locking element (116) against movement out of the blocking position and engages in the movement path (17) and,
when the buckle key (12) is actuated, can be moved, releasing the movement path (17) of the locking element (116), out of the movement path (17)
into an unlocking position, and the blocking element (19) has a second, angled pivoting arm (21) for actuating and pivoting the blocking element
(19) by means of the buckle key (12) from a basic position, in which the blocking element (19) is located in the movement path (17), into a position
which releases the blocking pin (16), the pivoting arm (21) being connected at its free end (21a) to the buckle key (12) via a connecting element
(22). <IMAGE>
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